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Gyrokinetic studies of microinstabilities in the reversed field pinch

D. Carmody,a) M. J. Pueschel, and P. W. Terry
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin 53706, USA

(Received 14 January 2013; accepted 17 April 2013; published online 9 May 2013)

An analytic equilibrium, the Toroidal Bessel Function Model, is used in conjunction with

the gyrokinetic code GYRO to investigate the nature of microinstabilities in a reversed field pinch

plasma. The effect of the normalized electron plasma pressure b on the characteristics of the

microinstabilities is studied. At a b of 4.5%, a transition between an ion temperature gradient (ITG)

and a microtearing mode is observed. Suppression of the ITG mode occurs as in the tokamak,

through coupling to shear Alfv�en waves, with a critical b for stability higher than its tokamak

equivalent due to a shorter parallel connection length. A steep dependence of the microtearing

growth rate on the temperature gradient suggests high profile stiffness. There is evidence for a

collisionless microtearing mode. The properties of this mode are investigated, and it is found that

electron curvature drift plays an important role in the instability. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4803509]

I. INTRODUCTION

Confinement in the reversed field pinch (RFP) is

dominated by global tearing modes under ordinary circum-

stances. Consequently, microscale drift-type fluctuations

have received far less attention in the RFP than they have in

the tokamak. However, operational modes such as pulsed

poloidal current drive,1 which applies an external force to

flatten the current gradient, and the quasi-single-helicity

state,2 whose quasi-spontaneous formation leads to a sup-

pression of multiple helicity tearing modes, have gained suc-

cess in reducing global tearing mode activity. In these

regimes, confinement can improve significantly, and equilib-

rium gradients can steepen.3,4 This produces conditions in

which microscale turbulence might emerge as a factor in

confinement, just as it does in the tokamak. The experimental

evidence for fluctuations that are independent of global tear-

ing modes is still fragmentary but growing. The tearing

modes couple to a broad cascade that delivers magnetic

energy to small scales and simultaneously brings kinetic

energy closer to equipartition as the wavenumber increases,5

in keeping with MHD. However, at smaller scales, the ki-

netic energy eventually becomes greater than the magnetic

energy. In this regime, there are notable changes in the co-

herence and cross phase between magnetic field and density,

likely associated with a different type of fluctuation. The

observed radial structure indicates a standing wave pattern

consistent with collisional shear Alfv�en waves or microtear-

ing modes.6 There is also evidence that the temperature

gradient in the edge is close to the critical gradient for tem-

perature gradient driven microturbulence.7

After some past uncertainty about what type of micro-

instability is most compatible with the high shear and low

safety factor conditions of the RFP, numerical solutions of

gyrokinetic models in RFP geometry have shown that many

modes familiar from the tokamak may also arise in the

RFP.8–10 For example, ion temperature gradient (ITG) driven

modes can dominate instability at small normalized electron

pressure b, above its critical temperature gradient, albeit with a

somewhat different character from their tokamak counterpart.

ITG is a curvature drift resonant mode, and in the RFP, it is the

poloidal curvature that dominates. With bad curvature for all

poloidal angles, the mode has a longer poloidal extent instead

of ballooning character.9,10 The scale length of the critical tem-

perature gradient for instability goes like the minor radius r0 of

the flux surface of interest instead of the major radius R0.

Analysis of instabilities that only arise for zero or very

low values of b is of limited applicability to the RFP, where

b values of up to 10% are not unusual. When increasing b, it

is reasonable to expect that the ITG mode is eventually stabi-

lized—it is thus helpful to know at what bITG
crit stabilization

occurs and how bITG
crit scales with various geometric and equi-

librium parameters. It is also important to determine whether

new instabilities emerge at higher b, and if so, at what criti-

cal b they arise and what characteristics apply to them. In

the tokamak, the kinetic ballooning mode becomes unstable

as b is increased beyond a certain threshold. In the RFP, it

would not be surprising for a microtearing (MT) mode11–15

to become unstable for b values above the low-b ITG

regime, provided the electron temperature gradient that

drives the MT mode is at least comparable to the ion temper-

ature gradient for ITG instability. The MT mode is a natural

fluctuation for the RFP, in part because it is the small-scale

extension of global tearing modes, which dominate confine-

ment in ordinary discharges. The MT mode is not a current

driven mode: current driven tearing modes require that a cur-

rent gradient that varies on the scale of the minor radius a be

larger than the flux discontinuity at the resistive layer, which

goes like �2kh, ensuring that D0 > 0, where D0 is the stand-

ard parameter of the MHD tearing mode. With the binormal

wavenumber kh large, microtearing modes have D0 < 0.

However, they can be driven by electron temperature gra-

dients just like other drift modes, including trapped electron

modes and electron temperature gradient driven modes.a)dcarmody@wisc.edu
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We show in this paper that under certain conditions,

including high temperature gradients and weak density gra-

dients, MT indeed supplants the ITG instability as the domi-

nant mode above a critical b value around 5%–6%. In this

transition the dominance of ITG at low b is assured by having

an ion temperature gradient above the threshold a=LTi � 3,

where 1=LTs ¼ rTs=Ts is the temperature gradient scale

length and s indicates the particle species. Microtearing

modes are destabilized at higher b by an electron temperature

gradient above a similar threshold (a=LTe � 3). We show that

the coupling to Alfv�en waves that stabilizes the ITG mode as

b increases does so at a higher b in the RFP than in the toka-

mak because of the shorter parallel connection length associ-

ated with the large poloidal field. The MT mode is identified

on the basis of a mode structure that shows canonical tearing

parity in the electromagnetic fields and a frequency in the

electron direction. We examine scaling properties of the MT

growth rate, including its threshold behavior, its scalings with

the temperature ratio, and equilibrium quantities like the

pinch parameter H. Growth rate scalings with respect to both

r and H relate to magnetic shear scaling, which in the RFP is

not an independent equilibrium parameter. This work follows

a number of recent studies that suggest the microtearing

mode may be important in both the tokamak and the

RFP.8,16–21 Here our analysis is specific to equilibria consist-

ent with the Madison Symmetric Torus.22 Moreover, in

adapting gyrokinetic codes originally developed for the toka-

mak, we are careful to capture all of the effects arising from

an equilibrium magnetic field with comparable poloidal and

toroidal field components. This can be done using the toroidal

Bessel function model in the GYRO code,23 with RFP-

appropriate representations of the curvature drift and parallel

derivative.10 We demonstrate here through benchmarking

studies that very good quantitative agreement can be obtained

with corresponding modifications to the circular equilibrium

model24 of the GENE code.25,26

An interesting aspect in recent gyrokinetic work relating

to the MT mode is the observation of instability in low-

collisionality regimes. This is seen in simulations with both

tokamak16,17,19,20 and RFP geometries.8,21 Theoretically, a

series of papers specific to the tokamak in their approxima-

tions have collectively pointed to the conclusion that the

microtearing mode is very sensitive to collisionality �, and

should become stable for small collisionality.13–15,27 One

design of the current study has been to probe this mismatch

between these theoretical predictions and the results of the

aforementioned gyrokinetic simulations. A collisionality scan

shows instability at low �, but behavior with other parameters

suggests that there may be two branches of the instability,

one for low collisionality and one for higher values more

compatible with theoretical predictions. We specifically study

the possibility, first suggested for RFP tearing modes in

Ref. 28, of an RFP MT branch that is enabled by the large

electron curvature drift of the RFP. Artificial variation of the

strength of the electron curvature and rB drifts shows that

the growth rate diminishes toward zero when the magnetic

drift falls outside a certain range of values. This is in agree-

ment with recent work done in the spherical tokamak20 and

the RFP.21

This paper is organized as follows: first, the gyrokinetic

model is introduced in Sec. II. Included in this section is a

discussion of the geometric features of the RFP and how

they are dealt with in GYRO, the gyrokinetic code used in the

majority of these studies. Then, in Sec. III, we show results

from a b scan for a certain set of RFP parameters and discuss

the instabilities seen at low and high b. This is followed by a

derivation of finite-b suppression of ITG in Sec. III A. Next,

Sec. III B contains a detailed characterization of the RFP

microtearing mode, including an investigation of growth rate

dependencies on parameters such as collisionality, tempera-

ture gradient, and curvature. All of these results are summar-

ized in Sec. IV.

II. GYROKINETIC MODELING

A comprehensive method by which to investigate micro-

instabilities in toroidal plasma devices is the gyrokinetic

framework, in which the fast gyromotion has been removed

from the kinetic equations through a gyrophase averaging

procedure,29 reducing the problem from the original 6D

phase space to a more computationally tractable 5D.

In this work, we mostly present results from the initial-

value gyrokinetic code GYRO.23 This code provides a numeri-

cal solution of the gyrokinetic Vlasov-Maxwell system of

equations. We here restrict ourselves to linear simulations in

a radially local (flux-tube) domain, in which the main quanti-

ties of interest are the growth rates and frequencies of the

most unstable mode at a particular wavenumber khqs, where

qs ¼ ðTe=miÞ1=2mi=eB is the ion sound gyroradius. This lin-

ear analysis provides an initial characterization of microinst-

abilities in the Madison Symmetric Torus (MST).30 An

expanded nonlinear analysis is currently in progress, and this

nonlinear work, in conjunction with measurements from

up-and-coming diagnostics on MST, will provide a unique

opportunity for validation of the gyrokinetic results.

In order to properly capture the effects of the magnetic

geometry of the RFP, a number of modifications have been

made to the code. These changes concern both the magnetic

equilibrium used and the expression of certain geometric

operators. A more detailed explanation of the changes and

their effect on linear growth rates is given in Ref. 10, and

only an outline will be provided here.

The fundamental change lies in the inclusion of

the Toroidal Bessel Function Model (TBFM) as the equilib-

rium model used in GYRO. The standard equilibrium model

in the RFP is the Bessel Function Model (BFM)

[Bh ¼ B0J1ðkrÞ;B/ ¼ B0J0ðkrÞ] which is the solution of the

force free condition r� B ¼ kB in cylindrical geometry.

The TBFM is an extension of the BFM to toroidal geome-

try, and since it is derived from the Grad-Shafranov equa-

tion, it is able to incorporate finite pressure effects. Flux

surfaces are assumed to be circular, and to lowest order in b
the magnetic fields are given as

Bh ¼
B0J1ð2Hr=aÞ
1þ r cos h=R0

; B/ ¼
B0J0ð2Hr=aÞ
1þ r cos h=R0

; (1)

where H ¼ hBhiwall=hB/ivol
is the RFP pinch parameter. In

these simulations, H is an important input quantity, from
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which the safety factor q0 and shear ŝ are calculated self-

consistently. The magnetic geometry in the local simulations

is thus completely determined by H and the normalized ra-

dius r0=a of the simulation domain.

In addition to the background magnetic equilibrium, cer-

tain of the gyrokinetic operators are generalized to RFP

geometry. These generalizations stem from characteristics of

the RFP equilibrium that differentiate it from the tokamak.

Primarily, the poloidal magnetic field in the RFP is much

stronger relative to the toroidal field than in the tokamak,

and in the case where the normalized radius of the simulation

domain is r0=a � 0:5 (a typical region of interest in simula-

tions), they are roughly the same order of magnitude. Under

these circumstances, the common tokamak approximation

B � B/ cannot be made, and the more general form B ¼ B/

ð1þ ð�t=q0Þ2Þ1=2
must be used, where B/ is the toroidal

magnetic field and �t ¼ r0=R0 is the inverse aspect ratio.

This difference affects operators such as the curvature drift

frequency and parallel transit operators, the latter of which

in its general form will pick up an additional factor

b � r � kk ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ ð�t=q0Þ2
q 1

q0R0

: (2)

Besides being incorporated into the code, these geometric

modifications must also be taken into account in analytic

estimates whenever generalizing a tokamak analysis to an

RFP environment. Section III provides an example of this in

the context of finite-b suppression of ITG.

The results presented below were performed using a

set of parameters chosen to represent experimental condi-

tions in MST. This device has a major radius of R0 ¼ 1:5 m

and a minor radius of a ¼ 0:5 m, yielding an inverse aspect

ratio of 1=3. We look at the radial location r0=a ¼ 0:5, with,

unless otherwise stated, the other parameters being: q0 ¼
0:186; ŝ ¼ �0:716; H ¼ 1:35; a=Ln ¼ 0:58; a=LT

¼ 5:0; Ti=Te ¼ 0:4; �ða=csÞ ¼ 0. The collisional frequency

�, in particular, plays an important role in the dynamics

of the MT mode, which will be discussed in Sec. III B. The

numerical resolution parameters used for these simulations

are typical for microtearing simulations, with 8 pitch angles,

8 energies, 20 orbital gridpoints, and 64 radial gridpoints.

In particular, the radial resolution must be high enough to

resolve the narrow current channel physics of the microtear-

ing mode. It is important to note that the simulations

performed here are linear and for a generic RFP equilibrium.

Modeling a more realistic equilibrium or performing nonlin-

ear work may require increased resolution.

Now, we look at the effect of b in determining the

nature of the dominant linear instability.

III. BETA SCAN

A scan over b from 0% to 10% was performed to deter-

mine the variety of modes that might be dominant across this

range. The results can be seen in Fig. 1. It should be noted

that for this scan, the pinch parameter is kept constant and

does not vary self-consistently with b. At low b, the domi-

nant instability is identified as an electrostatic ITG mode. As

b increases this mode is slowly suppressed and eventually

overtaken by a MT mode at a b of approximately 4.5%. The

transition can be seen most clearly in the real frequency plot.

Here, the frequency of the ITG mode is in the ion direction

(negative sign in this convention) and that of the MT mode

is in the electron direction (positive sign).

These results have been confirmed with the circular

equilibrium in the GENE code for the b ¼ 0 ITG regime (see

Fig. 2). Since gyrokinetic simulations are a relatively new

topic of study for the RFP, it is helpful to compare results

from separate codes with slightly different handling of geo-

metric quantities. In order to attain agreement between the

codes it was necessary to generalize GENE’s circular equilib-

rium by including two additional terms to dB=dr: a term

proportional to ŝ, and a term accounting for the r dependence

of B/.

One interesting feature of the low-b versus high-b insta-

bilities is the range of scales at which these modes are unsta-

ble. This difference can be seen in Fig. 3. At low b, the ITG

mode ranges from khqs ¼ 0:1 to khqs ¼ 0:9, achieving a

peak near 0.5. Initially, the MT mode arises at these same

scales, with a peak at roughly the same value, though with a

slightly broader range. As b increases, however, the peak of

the microtearing mode shifts to higher kh. This can be seen

in Fig. 3, where it is observed that at a b ¼ 9%, the MT

mode not only reaches higher growth rates, but does so

over a much larger range of scales, peaking at a value of

khqs � 1:5.

The range of b simulated covers different modes of

operation of MST. A standard discharge will have values of

b � 4� 5%, a range where ITG and microtearing may both

FIG. 1. Growth rate and mode frequency plotted

as a function of b for khqs ¼ 0:372. ITG is stabi-

lized with increasing b, and MT requires a criti-

cal b for instability. A transition of the dominant

mode from ITG to MT occurs at b � 5%. Also

shown is the growth rate for a case where

a=LTe ¼ 3:0, where MT is stabilized, to show

more complete suppression of the ITG.
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be comparably strong. Improved confinement pulsed poloi-

dal current drive (PPCD) discharges, on the other hand, may

achieve b values of 9% or higher,31 in which case microtear-

ing may be the dominant mode. Runs with b ¼ 9% will be

the focus of Sec. III B. In Sec. III A, we discuss the observed

suppression of ITG with increasing b.

A. ITG beta suppression

Finite-b suppression of ITG (a linear effect which may

be amplified nonlinearly32) has been a topic of study in the

context of tokamaks,33 and that analysis will be applied here

to ITG in the RFP. In the RFP, ITG growth rates can still be

quite strong at values of b where tokamak ITG is typically

stable,23 as can be seen in Fig. 1. In fact, ITG remains unsta-

ble past b ¼ 5% (though subdominant to microtearing) and

does not stabilize until b � 10%.

Our analysis of the finite-b suppression of the ITG mode

follows that of Hirose,33 making the appropriate modifica-

tions for RFP geometry (see Sec. II). As discussed, these

modifications are due to the different strengths and scale

lengths of the magnetic field. In the tokamak, the scale

length of magnetic field variation is proportional to the major

radius, 1=LB ¼ rB=B � 1=R0, while in the RFP, the appro-

priate scale is the minor radius, rB=B � 1=a. As was men-

tioned above, the parallel derivative term also needs to be

modified to account for the equivalent strengths of the poloi-

dal and toroidal fields. Therefore, the modified terms will

take the forms kk ¼ 1=ðq0R0ð1þ ð�t=q0Þ2Þ1=2Þ and the curva-

ture drift xDs ¼ vDs � k ¼ 2cTsðrB� BÞ � k=eB3 � 1=LB,

where c is the speed of light and e is the fundamental charge.

The following discussion is based on a fluid analysis of

the ITG instability.34 Starting with the ion continuity equa-

tion and the energy equation,

3

2
ns

@

@t
þ vs � r

� �
Ts þ psr � vs

¼ 5

2
nsv�s � rTs �

5

2
nsvDs � rTs (3)

and before including finite-b effects, the ion and electron

densities are found to be, respectively,

ni¼
ðxþ5xDi=3Þðx�e�xDeÞ�ðgi�2=3Þx�ixDe

ðxþ5xDi=3Þ2�10x2
Di=9

eU
Te

n0; (4)

ne ¼
eU
Te

n0; (5)

where ps ¼ nsTs;x�s ¼ v�s � k ¼ cTsðr ln n0 � BÞ � k=eB2

� 1=Ln, and gi ¼ d ln Ti=d ln n0.

The expression for the electron density is modified by

the consideration of finite-b effects. This is done by taking

into account perpendicular magnetic field perturbations, or,

equivalently, perturbations to the parallel magnetic vector

potential: B? ¼ r� Ak. Including such perturbations in the

parallel momentum balance of electrons will result in the

electron density taking the form

ne ¼ U� x� x�e
ckk

Ak

� �
en0

Te
: (6)

FIG. 2. A comparison of GENE (red þ) and GYRO (green x) results for b ¼ 0 in the RFP. Other parameters are given in the text. The two codes show good agree-

ment. The moderate difference in real frequency at high kh may be related to issues of numerical convergence.

FIG. 3. Growth rate and frequency as a function of

wavenumber khqs for two different values of b. ITG

is seen to be dominant at be ¼ 1%, microtearing at

be ¼ 9%. In this convention, a negative (positive)

real frequency indicates a mode in the ion (electron)

diamagnetic direction. Collisions are turned off for

these simulations.
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The parallel electron current can be attained from the

electron continuity equation and the electron density given

in Eq. (6)

Jjje ¼
n0e2

kjjTe

�
ðx�e � xÞ/

þ ðx� xDeÞðx� x�eÞ þ gex�exDe

ckjj
Ajj

�
: (7)

Then, using Ampère’s law and the quasineutrality condi-

tion, we arrive at the following relation:

Ak 1� b

k2
kLnLB

2
en

s2
þ 1

s
ð1þ 2enÞ þ 1þ ge

� � !

¼ x�e
ckk

k2
De

k2
?

1þ 2
en

s

� �
U; (8)

where s ¼ Te=Ti; kDe ¼ ð4pn0e2=TeÞ1=2; ge ¼ d ln Te=d ln n0;
k? ¼ k � B? � kh, and en ¼ Ln=LB. Then, as in Ref. 33, we

are able to derive the stability condition, with certain terms

adjusted to account for the RFP generalizations,

b � en�
2
t s

2

ð1þ ð�t=q0Þ2Þq2
0½ðsþ 2enÞðsþ 1Þ þ s2ge	

: (9)

The criterion given above is similar to that of Ref. 33, but for

RFP parameters it yields a higher critical b than is seen in

tokamaks. This is due primarily to the smaller q0 and shorter

connection length that is a result of the equivalent strengths

of the poloidal and toroidal fields in the RFP.

For the parameters used in Fig. 1 and taking a=LB ¼ 1,

the above expression yields a critical b of just above 6% for

a=LTe ¼ 5:0 and just above 9% for a=LTe ¼ 3:0. An alternate

case, in which r0=a ¼ 0:4; q0 ¼ 0:244, and a=LTe ¼ 0 is

presented in Fig. 4, and the resulting critical b for these pa-

rameters is �19%. There is some sensitivity to 1=LB (con-

tained in en) in these calculations, and consequently, results

from the analytic expression should be treated as estimates

only, but a general conclusion that may be drawn is that the

critical b calculated for the RFP will be larger than that for a

tokamak by approximately a factor of the aspect ratio.

We now turn our attention to the instability observed at

higher b, the microtearing mode.

B. Microtearing modes

The dominant instability at higher values of b is identi-

fied as a MT mode. These modes are characterized by having

tearing parity in the parallel direction. This appears as odd

parity in the electrostatic potential U and even parity in the

magnetic potential Ak, as seen in the eigenmode structure in

Fig. 5. This structure, including the small features occurring

every 2p (and attributed to poloidal variation) is similar to

that predicted for other devices, including MAST16 and

RFX-mod.8 Several parameters scans were conducted in

order to better characterize the observed MT mode. These

scans were performed at a b value of 9%, chosen to lie in the

range for PPCD discharges in MST.

The MT mode is known to be driven by the electron

temperature gradient (rather than the current gradient, as is

the case for the large scale tearing mode). Thus, a strong de-

pendence of the growth rate on LTe is expected, and this is

seen in Fig. 6. Here the mode can be seen to require a thresh-

old gradient of approximately a=LTe � 3:5, which is higher

than that reported in Ref. 8 (ða=LTeÞcrit � 2). This threshold

falls at a similar value as is observed for the ion temperature

gradient threshold for the ITG mode. However, it can be

seen that the MT growth rate rises much more steeply with

FIG. 4. b stabilization of ITG for the parameters r0=a ¼ 0:4; q0 ¼ 0:244;
a=LTe ¼ 0; a=Ln ¼ 0:08. A parabolic fit has been used to project out to a

critical b for stabilization of �9%.

FIG. 5. Eigenmode structure for the MT mode in electrostatic potential U and magnetic potential Ak with both real (green dashed curve) and imaginary (red

solid curve) components. The fields are plotted against the magnetic-field-following ballooning angle h�. This mode displays tearing parity, which is recog-

nized as even parity in Ak and odd parity in U.
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the temperature gradient. Such a strong dependence can be

expected to lead to profile stiffness, fixing the experimental

gradient near the threshold for instability. Additionally, non-

linear simulations in the spherical tokamak have revealed a

nonlinear upshift in the effective gradient threshold as com-

pared to linear simulations,19 and the same effect may occur

in the RFP.

In Fig. 7 can be seen the effect of varying the tempera-

ture ratio Ti=Te. MT shows a strong increase of the growth

rate with this ratio. This is consistent with MT’s electron

temperature gradient drive. There is an opposite dependence

in ITG (see plot (b)), where the growth rate decreases as

Ti=Te increases.

Since collisions are expected to play an important role

in the mechanism for instability of MT,12,14 a scan was per-

formed over the collision frequency, the results of which are

given in Fig. 8. The collision operator used in GYRO is a

pitch-angle scattering operator

Cðf Þ ¼ �eð�Þ
2

@

@n
ð1� n2Þ @f

@n
; (10)

where n is the pitch angle and �eð�Þ ¼ �½Zeff þ Hð�1=2Þ	=�3=2,

with Zeff the effective nuclear charge, HðxÞ ¼ exp½�x2	=xp1=2

þð1� 1=2x2ÞerfðxÞ and �¼ Ee=Te ¼ mev2=2Te. In these

expressions, � is the control parameter in the simulations.

A notable feature of Fig. 8 is the appearance of what

seem to be two separate regimes of MT, with a transition

between the two occurring roughly around � � 0:1� 1. At

� � 1, the growth rate achieves a peak and then falls off for

higher collisionality. At lower values of �, the growth rate

flattens, remaining finite in the limit of zero collisionality.

GYRO uses an upwind differencing scheme, which may intro-

duce collisional effects, but additional convergence checks

were performed, and increased resolution does not result in

substantial changes to the growth rate. It should also be

noted that the real frequency scales linearly with � above

� � 1. Previous analytic work in tokamaks (see Refs. 12 and

14) has concluded that MT should be stable in the collision-

less limit, though some evidence contradicting this conclu-

sion has been seen in gyrokinetic simulations in tokamak,17

spherical tokamak,16,20 and RFP21 geometries.

The collisional dependence of this mode was investi-

gated at several different radii (varying only q0 and ŝ in

correspondence with the TBFM and keeping all other

parameters fixed). The results can be seen in Fig. 9.

Importantly, the wavenumber spectrum at � ¼ 1 (a) shows

a general stabilization of the mode at larger radius, which

might be attributed to the larger shear at these locations.

The collisionality scan (b) also shows interesting behavior:

in particular, the growth rate at low � is much more affected

by increased radius than at � � 1, and at r0/a¼ 0.6, the

mode is completely stabilized in the collisionless limit.

This behaviour may suggest that there are two distinct vari-

eties of MT modes in these simulations—one at low colli-

sionality and one at moderate collisionality—that have

somewhat different physics behind their drive mechanisms.

The effects of increasing the pinch parameter H are similar

to the effects of increasing the radius. This is to be expected

from the TBFM, due to the same parametric dependence on

r and H in that model.

The physics of the drive mechanism was investigated

further by looking at the role of magnetic drift in the instabil-

ity. In this study, a scalar factor a was placed in front of the

electron magnetic drift term (including both curvature and

rB drifts) in GYRO and varied to change its relative strength;

a value of a ¼ 1 corresponds to the physical magnetic drift.

The results are seen in Fig. 10 for � ¼ 0:001 (a) and � ¼ 1:0
(b). In both cases, the instability is strongest for a � 1 and

FIG. 6. Growth rate plotted against temperature gradient for khqs ¼ 0:372 in

the case of MT (red squares) and ITG (green circles). Both instabilities have

a threshold around a=LT � 3:5� 4:0, for their respective driving gradients.

FIG. 7. Growth rate plotted against the temperature ratio Ti=Te for khqs ¼ 1:488. Shown are MT (a) and ITG (b). The qualitative dependence is consistent with

expectations of modes with either ion or electron gradient drives.
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falls off for values much lower or higher than this. An analy-

sis yielding similar results has been conducted using GS2 in

RFX-Mod.21 This behavior is consistent with the magnetic

curvature drift instability derived by Finn and Drake (see

Ref. 28), in which they describe a semi-collisional drift-tear-

ing mode unstable in the presence of curvature drift and an

electron temperature gradient. Ref. 28 is formulated in a cy-

lindrical RFP equilibrium, and they note that this instability

is strong only when xD � x�, a characteristic that makes it

more relevant to the RFP, with its associated stronger curva-

ture drift than in a standard tokamak. We also note that

although Ref. 28 uses fluid theory in the semi-collisional re-

gime, collisions do not play an explicit role in the instability,

and it is plausible that this mode may arise in the collision-

less limit with proper inclusion of magnetic drifts. Another

possible mechanism may be due to trapped particles, as sug-

gested by recent work in spherical tokamaks.20 The relation-

ship between these instability drives is not yet clear and

FIG. 8. MT growth rate and frequency plotted against the collisional frequency � for khqs ¼ 1:488. There appear to be two distinct regimes: a region of con-

stant growth rate and constant real frequency at low � and a separate region at � with a peak in growth rate and a real frequency that scales linearly with �.

FIG. 9. MT wavenumber spectrum at � ¼ 1 (a) and collisionality scan (b) for different values of r / a. The corresponding values of q0 and shear are: r0/a¼ 0.4:

q0 ¼ 0:209; ŝ ¼ �0:382 (red solid curve); r0/a¼ 0.5: q0 ¼ 0:186, ŝ ¼ �0:716 (green dashed curve); r0/a¼ 0.6: q0 ¼ 0:155; ŝ ¼ �1:344 (blue dotted curve).

There is stabilization of MT with increasing radius r0/a, especially prevalent at low �. Increased radius coincides with increased shear, which may play a role in

stabilization.

FIG. 10. The role of magnetic drift in the MT instability. The parameter a is a factor regulating the strength of the electron magnetic drift (including both

curvature and rB drifts) in the code. Shown are � ¼ 0:001 (a) and � ¼ 1:0 (b), as well as khqs ¼ 1:488 (red solid curve) and khqs ¼ 0:186. This behavior is

similar to that seen in Ref. 28. The points at low a represent a separate mode that has not been studied in detail.
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more work remains to be done to establish the relevant

physics for different devices. It may be the case that there

are multiple mechanisms for instability in this regime and a

unique collisionless MT does not exist.

IV. CONCLUSION

The linear characteristics of microinstabilities in RFP

geometry were investigated using the gyrokinetic code GYRO.

It was found that ITG is the dominant gyroscale instability at

low b for the parameters used in this work, with an increase

in b causing a transition to MT. An analysis of the finite-b
suppression of ITG demonstrated both qualitative and quanti-

tative agreement with the simulation results. This analysis

suggests that the suppression mechanism in the RFP is the

same as in the tokamak, with a larger critical b that arises pre-

dominantly from a shorter parallel connection length.

The MT mode was further investigated by performing a

variety of parameter scans. The characteristics of the mode

were in agreement with previous simulation work in other

devices. Evidence for a collisionless MT mode was seen,

though further work remains to be done as to be determine

the nature of the physics behind this mode. There is some

evidence that magnetic drift plays an important role in the

instability, and it may be described by the magnetic curva-

ture drift instability of Finn and Drake.28

The results of this work regarding implications for the

Madison Symmetric Torus suggest that MT may indeed be

playing a role in the gyroscale dynamics. Standard discharges

lie in the range of b for which both ITG and MT may be

excited, while PPCD discharges achieve b values high enough

so that ITG may be sufficiently suppressed and only MT is

important. For these conditions and a large enough tempera-

ture gradient, the strength of MT and range of scales at which

it exists suggest that it should be making important contribu-

tions to gyroscale turbulence. Let us note, however, that for

alternate sets of parameters other modes, such as the trapped

electron mode or kinetic ballooning mode, may emerge and

play a role in gyroscale dynamics. Further work must be com-

pleted to determine the critical parameters required for these

various instabilities and the effect of the background equili-

bria on their growth rates and transport fluxes. This task, as

well as measuring and characterizing these modes experimen-

tally, is an important area of future work.
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